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Your private 
Seaside...



WATERFRONT LIVING. AT HOME. 

The first compact garden pool, which effortless-

ly turns your outdoor living space into your own 

private water terrace quaLiving“ is the keyword 

here. If you have always dreamt of a lake side 

property, with C-SIDE, the creative concept from 

RivieraPool, you can easily achieve this.

Not a Swimming Pool,  
Not a hot tub. But a pool, ...
 
... which brings the appeal of shallow water into 

your garden. For some, it is a water feature; a lounge 

area by the water. For the others, an Aqua lounge; 

the chill-out zone to immerse yourself in – for coo-

ling or warming – to float and relax – for the en-

joyment of water.
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DIMENSIONS 210 cm x 210 cm x 80 cm

CONTENTS about 1.900 litres

WEIGHT about 150 kg

DIMENSIONS 370 cm x 410 cm x 127 cm

CONTENTS about 8.200 litres

WEIGHT about 440 kg

37 „L“
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DIMENSIONS  370 cm x 210 cm x 127 cm

CONTENTS  about 6.000 litres

WEIGHT  about 310 kg

37 „L“
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DIMENSIONS 370 cm x 210 cm x 80 cm

CONTENTS about 3.700 litres

WEIGHT about 230 kg
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+ WETLOUNGE®

THE MODELS
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The compact mini-pool for the terrace: With 

enough space for up to 4 people. Or stretch out 

comfortably with two - this pool enlivens any ter-

race and turns it into a chic aqua lounge. 

 

· MASSAGE SEATS

· 80 CM AT THE DEEPEST PART

· ENCIRCLING BENCH

· CHILL-OUT ZONES ON TWO SIDES OF THE POOL

· THE PERFECT “SITTING POOL”

DIMENSIONS 210 cm x 210 cm x 80 cm

CONTENTS about 1.900 litres

WEIGHT about 150 kg
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This will turn your summer Sunday into 

a vacation day for the whole family. And on 

warm summer nights, your “Lago” will be the best 

place to enjoy a glass of wine. The pool lighting 

reflects the movement of the water and creates 

a pleasant ambience.

· MASSAGE SEATS

· 80 CM AT THE DEEPEST PART

· ENCIRCLING BENCH

· CHILL-OUT ZONES ON TWO SIDES OF THE POOL

· THE PERFECT “RELAXATION POOL”

DIMENSIONS 370 cm x 210 cm x 80 cm

CONTENTS about 3.700 litres

WEIGHT about 230 kg
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The new 37 L stands for the “stairs on the long side”.   

This is your own personal space to watch the sunset 

with loved ones. High levels of comfort and suffi-

cient depth to enable comfortable relaxation.

· MASSAGE SEATS

· MASSAGE STAND “FLOATING AND MOVING”  

·  AQUA WALKING AGAINST THE OPTIMAL 

FLOW RESISTANCE.

·  127 CM DEPTH, TO ALLOW YOU TO FULLY 

SUBMERGE.

· SHALLOW SEATING AREAS

DIMENSIONS 370 cm x 210 cm x 127 cm

CONTENTS CA. 6.000 litres

WEIGHT CA. 310 kg
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The “XL” CSide The shallow area of the pool will make 

this Aqua Lounge the highlight of your garden. 

· MASSAGE SEATS

· MASSAGE STAND  “FLOATING AND MOVING” 

· 127 CM DEPTH TO ALLOW YOU TO FULLY SUBMERGE.

·  SHALLOW SEATING AREAS 

  YOUR OWN PRIVATE BEACH

· SHALLOW SEATING AREAS ALSO ON THE STAIRS.

DIMENSIONS 370 cm x 410 cm x 127 cm

CONTENTS CA. 8.200 litres

WEIGHT CA. 440 kg

+ WETLOUNGE®



will install the pool in his stylish Bauhaus terrace. 

Dark „granicite“ surfaces, natural stone look or trendy  

mosaics from Ezarri or Sicis reflect the light. 

The „SlimLine“ components are installed flush and 

bring the air-water mixture to the bathers. The design 

is linear and architecturally clean. The ”Ambi-Light“ 

casts elegant waves on the vertical surfaces of the 

surrounding enclosures.

will design the C-SIDE quite organically. Many 

plants around the water, warm colours and rustic 

 touches with lots of wood and a fire pit to keep 

warm in the evening. Heating can be achieved with 

an air source heat pump. After finishing with the 

garden treat yourself to a fresh foot bath or a warm 

whirlpool – you deserve it.

THE NATURALISTSTHE DESIGNER

WHAT TYPE OF GARDEN DO YOU PREFER? WWW.CSIDEPOOLS.DE
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THE ACTIVE GARDENERTHE CONNOISSEUR

C-Side becomes a fitness area in the garden. Thanks 

to an air source heat pump, it can be heated quickly 

and offers a small wellness oasis. Just perfect after a 

vigorous cycle or jogging session. It is enjoyed also 

by the early bird, good because the warm water, filled 

with oxygen, massages tired muscles and revitalises.

”My private C-SIDE“ The perfect combination of water, 

fire and outdoor cooking. With the water at the centre 

of the lounge area and surrounded by fragrances from 

the garden, relax and revitalise your body and mind 

before completing the menu with freshly cooked food 

and fine wine. Add to the ambiance with a fire pit  

extending your peaceful evening.

WWW.CSIDEPOOLS.DE
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WHAT TYPE OF GARDEN DO YOU PREFER?



THOUGHT OUT TO THE LAST DETAIL

IN YOUR C-SIDE POOL ALL THE NECESSARY COMPONENTS ARE INSTALLED. FILTRATION,  
LIGHTING, ATTRACTIONS AND THE PRE-INSTALLED TECHNOLOGY DUCT.

INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT NOW AVAILABLE 
FOR YOUR DREAM C-SIDE CONFIGURATION AT:

INTEGRATED SKIMMER
For cleaning the water surface

FOUNTAIN JETS
A positive contribution to the atmos-
phere in your wellness oasis through 
water motion

SAFETY OVERFLOW
Protects the pool against overflowing
in the event of heavy precipitation

TECHNIGUE SHAFT
Everything in a single package: from 
filter pump to electric heater

CARTRIDGE FILTER
Intercepts floating particles in the water

WATER FOUNTAIN
Accessory with relax function

MASSAGE FUNCTION
Soothing relief for aching backs

DELIVERED READY FOR CON-
NECTION
Your C-SIDE pool is delivered 
completely equipped

STAINLESS STEEL ACCESSORIES
Ensure optimum water circulation

COPING STONE
Perfect cover for the C-SIDE that allows
the water level to rise visibly

LIGHTING
Create your own atmosphere in your 
wellness oasis

NO CRANE NEEDED
Can also be moved without a crane 
by more than 4 people

WWW.CSIDEPOOLS.DE



GRANICITE STONE GREY
The pool colour granicite stone grey offers a real, 

natural stone look. In conjunction with a natural 

stone paving around the pool, it harmoniously 

brings together the pool and paved surround. 

Stainless steel accessories provide contrasting 

textures. A pool in granicite stone grey reflects 

in the bright sun, offering refreshing strong blue 

water.

PAPYRUS
A pool surface in papyrus recedes into the 

background and is easy to clean. The water is 

a bold blue colour. Stainless steel components 

against this surface are very unobtrusive, yet 

give a high-end finish. Create a border in various 

shades of grey or even sandstone. Papyrus is fully 

recommended for outdoor use. 

GLASMOSAIK

INOX

OCEAN ASH (NATURSTEINLOOK)

THIS IS A SELECTION OF AVAILABLE MOSAICS. ALL MOSAICS CAN BE FOUND ONLINE OR AT YOUR NEAREST SHOWROOM.

JADE PHYLLITE(NATURSTEINLOOK)

DIAMOND EBANO CAPRICORN (MATT)

COLOURS & SURFACES

TemperaTure up To 30°C

TemperaTure up To 30°C

Today mosaic is one of the most demanding 

and most durable surfaces in swimming pool 

construction. The individual glass pieces each 

have a different tone and lend a fully unique 

reflection of light and colour to your pool, 

depending on the angle you‘re looking from. This 

results in an infinite number of different colour 

effects which you can then use to create the 

ambience in your outdoor pool area.

GLASS MOSAIC

TEMPERATURE UP TO 40°C

New! New!



LED-LIGHTING

A pleasant summer evening at your pool, feet in 

the water, the water movement is reflected and 

creates a distinctive mood for your garden. You 

have two ambient lighting designs available. 

The „White-Light“ for a bright white and the 

„Ambi-Light“ which can conjure up countless 

colours in your pool. The RGB colour light can 

be changed via remote control.

SOURCE INLET NOZZLES

Water reflections can only be achieved in mov-

ing water. For this reason we have used a new 

nozzle alignment in the C-SIDE pools. These 

source nozzles do not radiate in the pool, but 

against the water´s surface, so that the colour of 

light can break and fill your garden with beautiful 

light reflections. These are extremely quiet and 

replace what are usually ”disturbing“ flowing 

streams and fountains.

CUBE WATER CURTAIN

This water curtain impresses through its absolute-

ly straight linear design. It is ideal for installation 

on the coping stone as a water curtain or can 

also be integrated as a stylish design accesso-

ry in an individual wall with facing stones. This 

allows you to create an attractive stream in your 

pool. The water curtain is extremely resistant to 

weather conditions, thanks to the superior mate-

rial used (V4A). 

AMBIENCE

WATER FOUNTAIN

Designed to move the water and bring an 

elegant, refreshing massage function to your 

pool, a water fountain made out of stainless steel 

is worth considering. This is not only beneficial 

for the neck and shoulder area, but is sleek and 

interesting in its design.

FUNCTION

WWW.CSIDEPOOLS.DE



AMBIENTE

MICROJETS
FOR SHIATSU (FINGER PRESSURE) MASSAGE

These jets have the diameter of a finger and thus 

bring about a strong, localised finger pressure 

massage. They are directed to the muscles in the 

shoulder and neck area. The microjet massage 

jets work sporadically and with emphasis on the 

shoulder girdle. If you slide a little deeper into the 

water, the flood massage also includes the mu-

scles of the neck and back of the head, tendons 

which are effectively eased, taking away tension 

and pain.

TURBOJET NOZZLES
FOR A HARD AND DEEP MASSAGE

Turbojets are large, powerful nozzles which are 

directed to the large and powerful muscles of the 

lower back and provide a deeper massage. The 

two turbojets are placed in the lumbar region and 

provide a strong kneading massage to the trunk 

muscles the sciatic nerve and the hip joint. This 

strong and direct massage can knead the  harde-

ned muscles, can gently loosen arthrosis adhesi-

ons in the connective tissue and joints and loosen 

deposits.

Massage jets are directed specifically to target 

muscles helping relax and repair the strains of 

daily life. The air bubble system enables your 

skin to vibrate, meaning skin circulation is dou-

bled in a very short space of time. Oxygen pass-

es through pores into your skin, this considerably 

improves the oxygen supply to your body.

WATER, HEAT, MASSAGE SYSTEMS

The buoyancy of the water has the effect of mak-

ing our body only a tenth of its actual weight. The 

body floats, joints are relieved, the circulation is 

stimulated. Heat really gets your blood flow go-

ing. This is important because our blood‘s job is 

to transport vital oxygen, nutrients and medicinal 

substances to our body cells.

NOZZLE TYPES

MASSAGE FUNCTION



COVERS

EASY TO CLEAN
The skin-friendly surface of your C-SIDE pool 

is always easy to take care of. Dirt, algae or limes-

cale have no opportunity to affect the non-porous 

smooth material. Cleaned with a soft cloth from 

time to time, it ensures years of pleasure. Smooth 

walls significantly reduce the effort of cleaning 

agents.

ROBUST AND LONG-LASTING
The inside of a C-SIDE pool consists of seven 

layers. Each layer performs a specific function 

and, when combined, they are responsible for 

the unique characteristics of your C-SIDE pool. 

Starting from the water-side of the pool, the first 

two layers provide a fade-resistant, easy-care sur-

face that is friendly to your skin. The first, high-den-

sity coloured layer is UV-resistant and also resists 

many chemicals and cosmetics. Their long-term 

resistance to fading is the result of years of work 

and strict processing guidelines.

The second layer makes the pool walls noticeably 

smoother, which helps keep dirt, algae, and lime 

scale from adhering, making the surface easy to 

clean and kind to the skin. Scratches or damage 

can easily be buffed out as required. The glossy, 

smooth surface ensures that the pool continues to 

look good and fresh even after many years.

QUICKLY ASSEMBLED
After delivery by your installation personnel, the 

pool is set on a compacted and smooth gravel 

layer and  backfilled with polystyrene concrete 

or sand. The pumps have already been installed 

in the technology duct. The duct is connected by 

pipes to the pool and must always be installed 

below the water level. In a few days your C-SIDE 

pool is ready for use. 

QUALITÄT

DESIGN QUALITY AND ADVANTAGES

Material structure

INSULATING COVER
Light four-part insulating cover that protects the 
water against overnight cooling.

WIND & WEATHER COVER
A stylish alternative to a roller cover, this cov-
er provides effective insulation in all wind and 
weather situations.

ROLLER COVER WITH CRANK
Practical cover for your C-SIDE pool fixed to the 
edge with hooks.

DAY BED
Enlarge your wellness oasis! In addition to its 
straight linear design and isolating function, the 
day bed also provides a comfortable reclining 
surface.



TECHNOLOGY

WATER TREATMENT 

Crystal-clear water is easy to achieve. The pre-installed 

skim-filter clears the water in two stages. Leaves and 

coarse dirt get stuck in the filter basket. Suspended 

solids and fine particles are filtered by the filter 

cartridge. The multibloc in the prefilter easily ensures 

disinfection of the water.

To ensure you have more pleasure than work with the 

pool, your C-SIDE pool, the right technology comes 

preinstalled. Only the pool with the technical duct 

needs to be connected on site. Depending on the 

installation you can be enjoying the pool two days 

after delivery.

WHY C-SIDE ?

• FLOOR-FLUSH INSTALLATION POSSIBLE

• SEMI-RECESSED INSTALLATION POSSIBLE

• ROOF TERRACE VERSION POSSIBLE

• CAN BE ERECTED ON GRAVEL

• NO BASE PLATE REQUIRED

• NO DUCT CONNECTION NECESSARY 

• NO FRESH WATER PIPE NECESSARY

• ALL FITTINGS PRE-INSTALLED

• ONE-PIECE PREFABRICATED POOL

• DURABLE EPOXY ACRYLATE

GROUND LEVEL INSTALLATION

POOL          STALLATION... In
...IS ALSO EASY.

SURROUND IS 45 CM IN HEIGHT
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Combine C-SIDE with your personal outdoor li-

festyle. For this we have prepared a number of 

plans. Each one is a little recipe to feel good. 

Never has a garden idea been turned into a 

wellness concept so simply and quickly. Think of 

all the things you would like to take with you on 

your new wellness and relaxation trip: A terrace 

with canopy or a gazebo, a pool house? What 

does your Aqua-lounge look like? With whom 

do you want to spend time there? How big and 

“relaxing” is your “chill lounge”? Where are the 

drinks chilled and where is the barbecue?

Take the opportunity and explore your creativity. 

The ultimate design for your enjoyment!

C-SIDE IS AS DIVERSE AS YOU ARE!

IF YOUR LAKESIDE HOUSE IS MISSING A LAKE
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A BRAND OF:

RIVIERAPOOL FERTIGSCHWIMMBAD GMBH 

KLÖCKNERSTRASSE 2 · D-49744 GEESTE

TELEFON: +49(0)5937- 66 - 600

E-MAIL: INFO@CSIDEPOOLS.DE

WWW.CSIDEPOOLS.DE


